
 

 

Lord of the Flies and Heart of Darkness: Origins of evil 
 

All animal species have evolved instincts as a means to survive, however the introduction of societal 

constructs have led to their repression. Within these impulses is the drive for self-gain, expressed as 

greed and overall selfishness. These tendencies developed in order to sustain an individual’s life, and 

hence are revealed in situations threatening survival, yet also without, resulting from society’s 

duplicitous ideas of ‘being selfless, but only when it suits you’. Conrad and Golding- in their texts 

‘Heart of Darkness’ and ‘Lord of the Flies’- explore the volatility of human nature, questioning 

motivation for barbarism – not conforming to society’s constructs, and reasons for individuals to 

give in to the temptation of savagery. The exploration of these ideas alludes to the savagery of 

society itself, as the hypocrisy causes repression and encouragement of actions that stem from 

instinctual behaviour, most notably, selfishness.  

The establishment of a ‘civilised’ society has seen a development of ideals by which we as humans 

must behave; the definition of ‘civility’ is prompted by societal beliefs. With this comes repression of 

instincts to lead to an overall society in which we act more on the wishes of society itself, which 

hypocritically connotes selfishness while damning it. The presence of the cannibalistic ship members 

represent the barbarity of society’s idea of ‘convenient selflessness’: ‘“catch ‘im”, he snapped, with a 

bloodshot widening of his eyes and a flash of sharp teeth…“Eat ‘im!”’ Marlow’s imagery of ‘snapped’ 

and ‘sharp teeth’ liken the cannibals to animals, but they do not feast on the pilgrims. This is 

because they are not selfish; their society has no repression of impulse and therefore they aren’t 

told to be selfish by a hypocritical society, allowing ‘restraint’. Similarly, Simon’s reluctance to give in 

to savagery is possibly a result of his innate connection to nature: he does not conform to the ideas 

enforced on him by society and therefore does not react when they are taken: “the deep sea 

breaking…made an undertone less…than the susurration of the blood.” Here the metaphor of the 

sound of blood shows that he isn’t driven by violence as he is connected with the world around him, 

and hence is more stable in his views. This demonstrates the contrast between civility and savagery, 

and shows that what the audience perceives as savage may not be the case. Although society lacks 

civility, our instincts are also revealed through situations that threaten the lives of us as humans, and 

particularly, as individuals.  

Masked beneath the meticulous rules that have been discursively constructed by society are survival 

instincts. These reveal themselves after layers of ‘civilised’ rules are stripped away, depending on the 

individual’s own character and morals which are created by society itself. In ‘Lord of the Flies’ the 

boy’s morals are stripped methodically, perhaps quicker than adults because of their minimal 

exposure to society’s rules. As their impulses are revealed, values of selfishness and greed surface: 

Samneric betray Ralph to survive, “‘You sure he meant in there?’ the twins moaned faintly and then 

squealed again.” Here, the twins are hurt to reveal Ralph’s location, with verb ‘squealed’ likening 

them to pigs that squealed when hunted, revealing the dangerous situation and the barbarity of 

Jack. The twin’s civility is stripped, leaving only instinct; selfishness is used to lengthen their life at 

the expense of Ralph’s, shocking the audience at the betrayal and danger. Similarly, Kurtz attempts 

to survive before going beyond his needs and hence revealing barbarity; according to the Russian 

‘his ascendancy was extraordinary. The camps of these people surround the place, and the chiefs 

came every day to see him. They would crawl…’ Through this, we can see that ways that Kurtz has 

perversely manipulated his power over the native people, appearing to them as God-like and 

instilling fear, seen through the noun ‘ascendancy’ which represents furthering of status. The verb 

‘crawl’ connotes an animalistic view, which, along with Kurtz’s treatment of the natives, originally 

shocks the audience who have read from other characters that Kurtz was a great man, perhaps 



 

 

achieving Conrad’s goal of depleting their faith in the good of people. From this we can glean the 

idea that everything stems from a will to survive, but can also see that what some find necessary 

means of survival may be a manipulation of their instinctual behaviour.  

Some may revert back to their instinctual ways when they are not in a survival situation as a result of 

society’s hypocritical nature that both encourages and damns selfishness. This is seen in ‘Heart of 

Darkness,’ where the Company misuses their power by becoming selfish: ‘my purpose was to stroll 

into the shade for a moment; but no sooner within than it seemed to me I had stepped into the 

gloomy circle of some Inferno.’ Here, Marlow describes the scene as an ‘Inferno’, alluding hell, and 

‘gloomy circle’ implying that he could not escape. Also the ‘bundles of acute angles’, that ‘went off 

on all-fours,’ reference something unnatural in metaphor ‘acute angles’, ‘all-fours’ conveying the 

idea that the shapes are unhuman. This is contrasted by the ‘sort of vision’ of the accountant, which 

demonstrates the selfishness of the Company, in turn shocking the audience. This is mirrored in 

‘Lord of the Flies’ when Jack’s support for the rules falls away as he desires pig hunting over keeping 

the fire lit, ‘we can light the fire again…We had a smashing time…I cut the pig’s throat.’ Here Jack 

misuses his power and becomes greedy, hunting for his own glory- seen in the violence of 

‘smashing’-, rather than the group’s survival. In both novels, characters are tempted by greed, 

misusing it at the expense of others and demonstrating the true effect of society’s selfish construct.  

Human nature is not essentially barbaric; it simply is, at its core, the survival instincts which can 

mean the difference between life and death. It is society that is barbaric, as its hypocritical nature 

promotes both selflessness and selfishness simultaneously. As a result of these societal constructs, 

our instincts can be revealed in survival situations along with during non-threatening times, 

depending on the way that we internalise society’s ideals. It is through the consideration of barbarity 

that we realise that human nature is in fact civilised, and it is the perverse values of society that have 

led to so much conflict.  

 

 


